" mainly founded" some chapters on ancient books in existence. Even 517). In accordance with the acknowledgment in the introduction, we find that the author has made Lehmann his principal guide, and has adopted the arrangement upon which his ' Zoochemie,' being the eighth volume of Gmelin's' Chemistry, is executed, with this immaterial alteration, that the account of the exudations is placed before that of the solid tissues. This book fulfil3 the author's promise by giving all the most important data concern" ing physiological chemistry in a concise and perspicuous form. Sometimes the style is a little too aphoristic, and is governed by the division of the text into paragraphs, following each other rather abruptly > but this system, though not inviting to cursory reading, is useful i? those frequent cases where a reference to single points becomes desirable. It is possible that the author, in adopting this arrangement was influenced to some extent by former experience in reporting the progress of certain branches of animal chemistry. To this circumstance no doubt some parts of the book owe the introduction of conflicting statements; and these parts certainly have more the appeal' ance of a series of short reports strung together, than that of a homogeneous cast of amalgamated materials. However that be, they are good and useful, and on the whole accurate. The whole of this second book will be read and consulted with advantage, and on it hinges, in our opinion, the value of the entir0 publication. 
